Abstract
INTRODUCTION
DSP is used in different areas such as image processing, spectrum analysis, speech synthesis, sonar processing, data communication etc. DSP system can be programmed and reprogrammed without changing in hardware. It has many advantages such as accuracy, perfect reproducibility, greater flexibility and superior performance. The signal used in DSP is derived from analog signal which have sampled at certain interval to convert into digital signal [1] . Digital filters are important class of Linear time invariant DSP system designed to modify the frequency characteristics of the input signal x(n) to meet certain specific design requirements. Digital filters have emerged as a strong option for removing noise, shaping spectrum and minimizing inter-symbol interference (ISI) in communication architectures [2] . Digital filters have been classified into Finite Impulse response (FIR) and Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters. The FIR has an impulse response h(n) of finite duration, defined over the interval 0 ≤ m ≤ M has finite number of terms,
An IIR filter has an impulse response h(n) of infinite duration, defined over the infinite interval 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞, now has infinite number of terms.
FIR DESIGN METHODS
The simplest method of FIR filter design is called the window method. This method begins with an ideal desired frequency response which is represented as To eliminate the some pass band and stop band ripples, Hamming window technique is used [3] . The coefficients of a Hamming window are computed from the equation (5) w(n) = 0.54 -0.46cos( 2π ) , 0≤ n ≤ N (
Kaiser window has an adjustable shape parameter that allows the window to achieve any desired value of ripple or attenuation. The Kaiser window is unique that it has near optimum performance, in the sense of minimizing the sidelobe energy of the window as well as having the simplest implementation [4] . Kaiser window depends on two parameters, N and the shape parameter α. 
Kaiser window is also defined in terms of β, where β is the Kaiser Window parameter that affects the sidelobe attenuation of the Fourier transform of the window [5] . A rectangular window is equivalent to not using any window because the rectangular function just truncates the signal to within a finite time interval. This window has the highest amount of spectral leakage. The rectangular window has a value of one over its length. The weighting function for the Rectangular window is to be defined [6] by w R (n) = 1, for |n|≤
w R (n) = 0, otherwise (8) Table 1 show the parameter specification of three windows for the designing of lowpass filter by using Rectangular, Hamming and Kaiser Windows. 
DESIGN SIMULATIONS

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Hamming and Kaiser Windows techniques are used along with Rectangular window for design analysis and compared these three windows. Table 2 shows the comparison of these three windows in terms of leakage factor, relative sidelobe attenuation and mainlobe width. The leakage factor is minimum and mainlobe width is maximum of Kaiser Window than the Hamming window. 
